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Abstract 

 

Honors Finance students at the U of A can choose to participate in the CQA Challenge 

investment management competition as part of their senior thesis. Teams of students from 

universities around the world compete in this competition designed to teach students to manage 

an equity long/short portfolio. All teams must adhere to certain constraints set forth by the 

Chicago Quantitative Alliance (CQA) who administers the competition, which runs from mid-

November to the end of March, and teams are judged based on absolute returns, risk-adjusted 

returns, and the quality of a recorded presentation.  

 

The U of A team worked alongside two mentors, one faculty and one alumni professional, to 

develop and maintain a factor-based long/short portfolio of stocks. The team initially invested 

based on the Size, Value, and Momentum factors and was sector-neutral, but dropped Size in 

favor of Profitability and went long Healthcare and short Tech midway through the competition. 

The portfolio finished down 0.07% with a negative Sharpe Ratio, and is not among the winning 

teams. However, the team members will benefit from taking the experienced gained during the 

competition into their imminent professional careers. 
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Description of Project 

 

Honors Finance students from the University of Arizona (U of A) have the opportunity to 

undertake one of three professionally-sponsored projects as their senior project. This paper is 

concerned with the Chicago Quantitative Alliance (CQA) Investment Challenge (the Challenge). 

 

The CQA Investment Challenge is an annual portfolio management competition organized by the 

CQA in which teams of university students from around the world manage a mock $1M equity 

long/short fund. Teams manage their portfolios from mid-November through the end of March, 

with winners being chosen holistically by the CQA based on absolute portfolio return, risk-

adjusted return based on Sharpe Ratio, and how well the portfolio strategy was articulated in a 

recorded video presentation submitted by the team. 

 

Portfolios were to be constructed using the StockTrak virtual trading platform. This platform 

allows the administrators of the Challenge to build in constraints and monitor teams’ portfolios 

for the duration of the Challenge. Parameters and constraints of what teams could and could not 

do with their portfolios were set forth by the CQA before all else, of which teams were to strictly 

follow lest they be penalized or even fully disqualified. The major parameters are as follows: 

• $1M of capital is to be invested long/short. 

• The portfolio must be dollar-neutral within a tolerance of ±5%. This means the portfolio 

is to have about $2M total invested long and short.  

• Maximum position size is 5% of the unlevered portfolio value. This applies to cash 

positions. 

• The portfolio is to be market-neutral, where Beta must be within a tolerable range of 

±0.25 on a biweekly basis. 

• No leverage additional to the shorts of the portfolio is allowed. In other words, 2:1 is the 

maximum level of leverage allowed. 

• The investable universe of equities is provided by the CQA, which is essentially the 

Russell 1000 with a few deviations. 

As long as their portfolio adheres to these constraints, teams were free to use any method they 

desired to pick their stocks and construct their portfolios.  

 

The U of A team for the Challenge (the Team; we) consists of myself, Justin Jost, Sebastian 

Laguna, Joseph LeDuc, and Andreas Zai. The Team is mentored by two finance professionals: 

Professor Scott Cederburg, a member of the U of A Finance Department and prolific researcher 

of public markets, and Chris Campisano, a U of A alumnus who has spent decades in the 

industry, including a long stint at Barclays Global Investors and Blackrock, and who holds the 

CFA and CAIA charters. They serve as invaluable resources to the Team throughout the 

Challenge, guiding research and providing productive dialogue while still allowing us to reach 

our own conclusions and develop our own strategy.  
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Strategy for Security Selection 

 

Strategy Development Process 

Strategy development began with an initial meeting between the Team, Campisano, and 

Cederburg late September. As the U of A has been a part of the Challenge for several years, and 

was the winning team in the 2016-2017 Challenge, the successes and pitfalls of past teams were 

discussed heavily. Additionally, Campisano’s career as a factor investor allowed him to explain 

how industry professionals often approach building long/short portfolios. 

 

We used the initial guidance given in that meeting to direct individual and teamwide discussion 

and reflection on how to build our portfolio. We quickly agreed on a basic foundation for what 

we wanted our portfolio to be: factor-based and sector neutral. The details, such as which factors 

we should invest on and how we should go about selecting specific securities, had to be fleshed 

out over a few more meetings of the Team and discussions with Cederburg and Campisano. By 

early November, however, we had a working strategy and began creating a model to execute it. 

 

The Initial Strategy 

The strategy we agreed upon and built our initial portfolio around was based on the factors of 

Size (market capitalization), Value (book-to-market), Momentum (3-month price change), and 

Market Risk (beta). The direction we favored within these factors were small over large for Size, 

high over low book-to-market for Value, large positive over small positive or negative 3-month 

price change for Momentum, and small over large beta for Market Risk. In simple terms, what 

this amounts to is that we wanted small firms with high book value that have recently been 

trading up. 

 

Our portfolio was sector-neutral, meaning we would invest the same dollar amount long/short in 

each of the 11 S&P sectors. We would not, however, pay attention to any biases toward certain 

industries within sectors that may arise in portfolio.  

 

Modeling for Security Selection and Portfolio Construction 

The factor model we used was created using Microsoft Excel with data given from the CQA and 

taken from the Bloomberg machines in the U of A’s Financial Markets Center. We would rely 

heavily on this model to select individual securities and guide the overall construction of the 

portfolio. When creating this factor model, we were faced with a choice on how we would 

approach our consideration of our four chosen factors. We could consider them separately, 

investing in the stocks that fit each factor characteristic best then putting them together in a 

portfolio, or we could consider them together, investing in the stocks that fit all four factor 

characteristics best. At first thought, it may seem the first approach would afford us the purest 

exposure to the factors we were trying to capture. However, upon further research, we concluded 

that the latter approach would best capture the factors we wished. Considering factors separately 
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can potentially lead to a scenario where the some of the best securities for one factor are the 

worst for another, leading to the second factor essentially being cancelled out by the picks for the 

first one (Leung & Waisburd, 2017). Using a model that considers all factors together naturally 

does not have this problem.  

 

The Team pulled together the investable universe of equities and the pertinent information 

related our four factors and placed them into a worksheet. The equities were split up by sector 

and each one’s factor characteristic was ranked and placed into a quintile. See below for a 

screenshot of the first iteration of our model:  

 

  
 

Each factor’s quintile acted as a score for that security. Adjustable weights were assigned to each 

factor, and then a weighted sum of these scores was calculated to get a security’s overall score. It 

can be seen here that some characteristics were placed in quintiles based not on the absolute 

rank, but on a rank of that characteristic’s natural logarithm Z-score. This was done in order to 

ensure we were selecting securities with statistical significance in characteristics where it might 

not otherwise be clear. For example, below are two graphs, the left being a graph of our 

Consumer Discretionary stocks’ market capitalization and the right being a graph of the Z-score 

of the natural logarithm of those values: 

 

 
 

The graph on the left has one big tail on the right, representing well the mega-cap stocks in the 

investable universe but leaving small- and mid-cap stocks with no clear distinction. This graph 

tells us “Amazon is large,” but really nothing else can be gathered from it. The Z-score graph, 

however, has two clear tails. The mega-caps are still clear on the right side, but now it can be 

Weight: 10% 35% 25% 30% 100%

Ticker Industry Beta Mkt Cap B/M B/M +.7 3mo. P Change 1yr Vol ln Mkt Cap ln B/M +.7 Z Mkt Cap Z B/M +.7 Beta Ql. Mkt Cap Ql. B/M Ql. P Change Ql.Score

IGT Cons. Disc. 0.7924 4801774592 0.715563506 1.415563506 12.73 38.58 22.29 0.35 -0.78 1.21 5 4 5 4 4.35 0

TOL Cons. Disc. 1.2079 6929986560 0.638732754 1.338732754 22.15 21.96 22.66 0.29 -0.43 1.03 1 4 5 5 4.25 0

STAY Cons. Disc. 1.0407 3785358080 0.349748181 1.049748181 10.23 25.13 22.05 0.05 -1.01 0.27 3 5 4 4 4.25 0

SKX Cons. Disc. 0.9566 5055534080 0.372425608 1.072425608 28.34 52.16 22.34 0.07 -0.73 0.33 3 4 4 5 4.20 0

MUSA Cons. Disc. 0.7562 2540119040 0.261834939 0.961834939 11.65 26.45 21.66 -0.04 -1.39 -0.01 5 5 3 4 4.20 0

TRCO Cons. Disc. 1.016 3551736064 0.821962847 1.521962847 2.77 29.62 21.99 0.42 -1.07 1.44 3 5 5 3 4.20 0

SIG Cons. Disc. 0.9902 4013987328 0.538677009 1.238677009 0.69 41.22 22.11 0.21 -0.95 0.79 3 5 5 3 4.20 0

AN Cons. Disc. 1.1589 4986472960 0.441286792 1.141286792 35.10 31.23 22.33 0.13 -0.74 0.53 2 4 4 5 4.10 0

GHC Cons. Disc. 0.7483 3068498432 0.831117021 1.531117021 -7.09 16.76 21.84 0.43 -1.21 1.46 5 5 5 2 4.10 0

MSG Cons. Disc. 0.6294 5207002112 0.459411035 1.159411035 14.35 19.95 22.37 0.15 -0.70 0.58 5 4 4 4 4.10 0

LEXEA Cons. Disc. 0.6044 2634597632 1.038098204 1.738098204 -9.10 27.02 21.69 0.55 -1.36 1.86 5 5 5 2 4.10 0

URBN Cons. Disc. 0.8951 2729317120 0.473305566 1.173305566 5.84 44.04 21.73 0.16 -1.32 0.62 4 5 4 3 4.05 0

KORS Cons. Disc. 0.8741 7266721792 0.217580505 0.917580505 28.64 37.65 22.71 -0.09 -0.38 -0.16 4 4 3 5 4.05 0

KSS Cons. Disc. 0.7848 7120813568 0.704324553 1.404324553 6.41 40.36 22.69 0.34 -0.40 1.18 5 4 5 3 4.05 0

ADNT Cons. Disc. 0.56 7550714880 0.57 1.26963828 12.47 31.18 22.74 0.24 -0.34 0.87 5 3 5 4 4.00 0

HGV Cons. Disc. -1.1987 4026975744 0.082692467 0.782692467 19.00 22.93 22.12 -0.25 -0.95 -0.66 5 5 1 5 4.00 0
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seen that there are statistically significant data on the left side as well. This illustrates the value 

Z-scoring provides to our model. 

 

Once these overall scores were calculated, we simply pulled the two highest and two lowest from 

each sector as our longs and shorts, respectively. This gave us 22 longs and 22 shorts, which is 

close to the minimum number of positions we can achieve and still be compliant with the 5% 

maximum position size. This was purposeful, as we understood that portfolio concentration is a 

simple way to potentially achieve outperformance. We then calculated the beta of the 44-stock 

portfolio and confirmed it was in compliance with the CQA constraints and where we wanted it 

to be, as within the market-neutral constraint of ±0.25 we desired to err toward a slightly 

negative beta. We also calculated expected volatility using a correlation matrix of our securities, 

calculating an initial volatility of about 7.5%, which when discussed with our mentors was 

determined to be an appropriate level of risk.  

 

The initial trades were executed November 14th about an hour after markets opened. We 

purposefully avoided preparing and putting in trades overnight on Campisano’s 

recommendation, as markets can often behave strangely and irrationally in the volatile opening 

seconds and minutes of a day’s trading. 

 

Changes Over Time 

Over the course of the Challenge, the Team made several tweaks to the model and overall 

investment thesis, some small and some large. 

 

The first noteworthy change came at the recommendation of our mentors. In our original model, 

securities with negative book-to-market ratios were considered like any other. The issue with this 

is that these securities would always make the cut of our model’s Value factor consideration 

since they were, technically, very low. However, a negative ratio does not really indicate 

anything about the Value factor, but rather some kind of issue with the firm’s capital structure or 

balance sheet in general. This may be an interesting consideration for investing, but it was not 

the factor we were attempting to capture. So, in the second iteration of the portfolio, the model 

was changed so that the securities with negative book-to-market were simply taken out of 

consideration for the portfolio. 

 

Two large changes were made during the Challenge in addition to the relatively minor tweak 

described above. The first was the decision to add a sector bet to our previously sector-neutral 

portfolio. The sector bet was applied in January, where we replaced two longs with two shorts in 

the Tech sector, meaning it was now entirely short, and replaced two shorts with two longs in the 

Healthcare sector, meaning it was now entirely long. The decision to make change our sector-

neutral stance was borne somewhat from necessity. We were in the top quartile of performers in 

the challenge but were not anywhere close to being a winning team. So, we wanted to use a well-
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considered sector bet as a way of increasing our portfolio’s volatility, which we were able to 

accomplish as our calculated expected volatility increased to over 9.9%. The stance itself, long 

Healthcare and short Tech, was borne from the Team’s views on where US markets were in the 

business cycle. We all agreed that a tightening Fed, a slowing bull market, and a volatile 

regulatory environment were signs of a late-cycle economy and market. We then chose a sector 

that historically did well in that environment, Healthcare, and one that typically does poorly, 

Tech (Fidelity, n.d.).  

 

The second large change was our replacement of size with profitability as a factor in our model. 

This decision was reached as the primary takeaway of our first two Axioma reports provided by 

the CQA, which analyze our portfolio’s risks, returns, and where they come from. One of the 

clearest issues we saw in both reports was the outsized contribution our Size factor was making 

to the portfolio’s overall risk and return. See the two graphs below, taken from an early Axioma 

report, for an illustration: 
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It can be seen from the first graph that Size was the largest contributor to the Active Return, 

return net of a benchmark that can be ascribed to active management. The second graph shows 

that size is also the largest contributor by far to Active Risk, similarly the risk net of a 

benchmark’s risk that can be ascribed to active management, despite not even being the largest 

style exposure. What this indicates is that Size as a factor has an outsized effect on risk and 

return compared to the exposure taken to it; even a small exposure can greatly affect a portfolio. 

When paring back our model’s consideration to size did little to solve this, we decided to remove 

Size entirely. Instead, we would replace it with a factor that complemented our other factor bets. 

Profitability, measured as gross profit divided by assets, was chosen in order to deepen our 

portfolio’s skew towards high-value securities. Robert Novy-Marx of the University of 

Rochester created much of the recent body of work in regards to how Profitability as a factor 

complements the typical Value measure of book-to-market, with his much-cited 2012 paper 

showing a blend of the two factors benefit from a low correlation and a more stable Sharpe Ratio 

over time than either separately (Novy-Marx, 2012). The execution of the replacement of Size 

with Profitability in our portfolio occurred on January 29th. 
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Successes and Failures of the Strategy 

 

Portfolio Performance 

As of the end of the challenge, the Team’s portfolio is down 0.07% compared to the benchmark 

being up 1.05%. Below is a graph of the portfolio’s cumulative return since the beginning of the 

Challenge: 

 

 
 

Successes 

The Challenge was a success for the Team in several respects: We maintained a low level of 

volatility during a highly volatile period in the market, which in turn kept drawdowns to a 

minimum, and perhaps most importantly learned and took away a lot from the experience. 

 

The Team’s portfolio experienced an annualized volatility of 9.18% during the 11/13 - 3/29 

period. For comparison, though it is not our benchmark, the S&P 500 saw an annualized 

volatility of 16.68%, reflecting the surprisingly sharp increase in market volatility seen since 

February. We view this as a success for two reasons. First, the actual volatility of 9.18% means 

that our calculations of expected volatility throughout the challenge were correct. As stated 

previously, our initial portfolio had a calculated volatility of about 7.5%. As we made changes to 

the model and adjusted our portfolio throughout the challenge, that number increased to just 

under 10% in the final iteration of the model. An actual volatility of 9.18% fits well within those 

calculations, meaning we successfully modeled and controlled our portfolio’s volatility. Because 

of our success in controlling volatility, our portfolio did not see as high drawdowns as the market 

did over the same period. Our maximum daily drawdown was 1.59% compared to the S&P 500 

seeing a 4.1% drawdown. Again, while the S&P 500 was not our benchmark and we are not 

directly comparing it with our portfolio, this serves as an illustration of the tangible benefit of 

being in control of our volatility and keeping it lower than the equity market at large. 

 

As the Challenge is an academic exercise, perhaps the biggest success was the fact that the Team 

learned a great deal about topics we otherwise would not have been exposed to. While our 

business school at the U of A does have classes related to investment management, such as 

Investments, Options & Derivatives, and Portfolio Management, none of them were able to offer 

as deep and personalized an educational experience the Challenge has. First, we benefitted 

-4.00%

-2.00%

0.00%

2.00%

4.00%

Cum. Return 11/13/17 - 3/29/18
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greatly from the fact we had an experienced industry professional and prolific financial academic 

as mentors. Campisano approached mentorship during the Challenge in a hands-off manner. He 

would assist in making decisions, give us insight into how professionals handle issues that arose, 

and answer any question we had, but would also allow us to reach our own conclusions and 

make our own mistakes. For example, there were several instances where the Team would 

present our thoughts to him, then he would respond with background information and guidance 

on it but leave it up to us to interpret and apply the new information we were given. Even when 

he saw we were making a mistake, he would lead us to a change in our thinking rather than 

simply tell us we were wrong. Alongside that, Cederburg provided valuable help throughout the 

Challenge on portfolio construction and academic backing behind our ideas. For example, it was 

his guidance that led us to using natural logarithms and Z-scores for some of our factor 

characteristics as described in the Strategy for Security Selection section. He also reviewed our 

model whenever we made changes, making suggestions and pointing out potential flaws. With 

this guidance, we were free to develop ideas and experience both success and failure. This 

applied investment management experience will benefit the Team as we soon begin our 

professional careers in finance. 

 

Failures 

The main failures the Team experienced in the Challenge were modeling errors, using non-

complementary factors, and not achieving positive returns. 

 

Despite our best efforts, some errors were made in our model throughout the competition. One 

such error was discussed in the Strategy for Security Selection section, when we included 

negative book-to-market companies in our consideration of Value stocks. This was rectified after 

being pointed out by our mentors. The largest, most impactful, and most avoidable mistake we 

made, however, was when we improperly ranked our Momentum characteristic in the first 

iteration of our model. When considering Momentum, recall that the Team wished to highly rank 

equities that have seen a large recent price increase. When we received our first Axioma report, 

however, we saw that our portfolio had a large exposure to the Momentum factor, but in the 

opposite direction. That is, out portfolio had a heavy skew toward stocks that had fallen recently 

instead of risen. We were confused by this until we checked the model and saw we had the 

quintile ranking for Momentum flipped, ranking recent gainers low and recent losers high. It was 

an embarrassing mistake, even though the incorrect Momentum bet actually ended up making the 

portfolio money while it was applied. We rectified the issue, shifting our Momentum 

consideration in the correct direction as soon as possible. 

 

Another failure existed at a higher level than the model errors; our factor picks were not as 

complementary or cohesive as they could have been. Take, for example, our original factor picks 

of small Size, high Value, and positive Momentum. All three have academic backing, but in 

hindsight, we should have considered our factor picks as a whole rather than individually. For 
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example, what exactly is our reason for wanting Value stocks that have also gone up recently and 

are not large cap? Or, is there a reason we specifically wanted small companies with high value? 

We considered the individual factors well, but our high-level reasoning for combining them was 

not as cohesive as it should have been. We attempted to rectify this midway through the 

competition by removing Size and adding Profitability, which does complement our other factors 

by having a documented positive interaction with our Value bias. However, our factors not 

following a singular theme for most of the Challenge is certainly a portfolio construction failure. 

 

The largest and most important failure of the Challenge was the Team’s failure to achieve 

positive returns. The goal of any market-neutral dollar-neutral long/short fund is to achieve 

positive returns uncorrelated to the market. While we did achieve market neutrality, our attempt 

at positive returns was a failure both on an absolute and risk-adjusted basis (based on Sharpe 

Ratio). As of the end of the Challenge on March 29th, the portfolio was down 0.07% and had a 

Sharpe Ratio of -0.37 according to StockTrak. There are several conceivable reasons for this, 

based on the Team’s understanding of the data given in Axioma reports. When looking at the 

Factor Attribution report outlining the cumulative return contributions of our portfolio’s factor 

exposures, most contributed between .1 - .4% positive or negative. Size, however, contributed 

about 2.5% of a cumulative loss. See below for two Axioma charts, the first showing the 

top/bottom factors and industries contributing to active return, and the second going into depth 

on Size’s contribution: 
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It can be seen from the second graph that our Size bet, preferring to go long smaller companies, 

persisted even after we removed it as an explicit part of our model. This means our other factors 

inherently worked together to continue pointing to small-cap stocks, and that exposure provided 

the vast majority of our portfolio’s negative active return. The first graph also shows how such 

unforeseen factor co-relations can be positive. The Team never explicitly took a leverage bet, but 

by focusing on high-Value stocks with high Profitability, we inherently made a bet against 

highly levered firms. That ended up being a positive contribution to our returns, helping slightly 

offset the negative returns of the unwanted Size bet.  

 

The majority of our active risk came from our individual stock picks, and their industries, while 

most of our active return was from our factors. See the two Axioma charts below: 
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This illustrates that our portfolio’s skews regarding factors and industries/sectors were incorrect, 

generating the majority of our negative active return. Our individual security selections did not 

fare well, though had a significantly lower contribution to our overall negative return.  
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Video 

 

A major high point of the Team’s overall performance in the Challenge was the video 

submission. As part of the holistic scoring for the Challenge, the CQA required a 10-minute 

video explaining our portfolio construction and security selection processes. We utilized Eller’s 

in-house multimedia resources, including a videographer and editor. In the video, we laid out our 

investment philosophy, how we approached portfolio construction and individual stock selection, 

and the difference between our return expectations versus the actual portfolio performance. See 

Appendix A for a YouTube link to the video. 

 

While we ranked in the middle of the pack for our portfolio returns, the CQA made a special 

point of recognizing that our video was the clearest and most professional submission out of the 

51 teams from around the world participating. According to Campisano, the CQA said ours was 

the “most clear, concise and understandable video by far.” This is the sole reason we were able 

to move from 27th place based on returns only to 20th place in the final, overall ranking. The 

Team was very excited about this result since the video is the only entirely controllable part of 

the Challenge. Success in this area was entirely attributable to our effort, not market conditions 

materially outside of our direct control. The ability to clearly and intelligently explain an 

investment process is an important part of being a money manager and investor, and we as a 

team were able to learn a lot about it throughout the process. It was encouraging to learn that our 

hard work paid off in the clarity of our process, even if the portfolio performance was not what 

we had hoped.  
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Appendix A 

Link to the team’s video submission: [ https://youtu.be/s7mNM16W40w ] 

 

https://youtu.be/s7mNM16W40w

